Media Backup & Archive on LTO Tape
Archiware P5 Backup, P5 Archive & Qualstar Tape Libraries
Media production under time pressure puts data in the workflow at high risk. User errors are the most common threat. On top
of that, storage fills up faster than ever due to large production formats. Backup and Archive to LTO tape solve both
problems at a very attractive price point and with flexible scaling.
Archiving is the best method to create space on high
performance storage. Migrating data that is no longer
needed for daily production reduces the risk of data
loss, keeps everything in one place and avoids the
hassle of constantly having to increase storage.
Archiving also reduces the cost of storage, since tape
offers the lowest cost per TB of any medium. Browse
and search anything anytime.
Qualstar is a designer and manufacturer of tape based
storage solutions. Qualstar offers a full spectrum of
tape libraries ranging from 24 slots to 11000 slots
servicing entry level, mid-range and enterprise class
customers.
Combined with P5 Archive, the result is an easy,
reliable, robust and scalable solution. Qualstar tape
library products come standard with a state of the art
GUI and web based remote access application that
allows you to configure, partition and manage the tape
library from anywhere in the world. For day-to-day
protection of production data, use part of the Qualstar
library for regular, full or incremental backup with
Archiware P5 Backup. Since the position of the files is
stored, the restore is as quick as possible. Parallelization
of multiple drives provides maximum throughput.
Maximum data security is achieved by tape cloning and
storing tapes off-site.
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Options, Configurations, Interfaces...
We are happy to advise:
www.archiware.com
www.qualstar.com

sales@archiware.com

Qualstar libraries and Archiware P5 Backup offer
automatic Backup improving security while making life
easier.
The solution grows easily since library and licenses are
expandable.
Archiware P5 Archive and P5 Backup are compatible
with all Qualstar libraries from the Q24 to the RLS
and XLS series.

